Actions of communication and
raising awareness
General actions
 Information panels will be installed on the
scene by construction

 Brochures will be realized to inform about
the project and its results

 News bulletins, articles in the press, reports



on the television will allow to inform the
inhabitants about the project and its progress
Finally, visits and meetings with the other
communities will be organized to share our
experience.

The educational actions of raising awareness
To the children
It’s at the start of the school year(in autumn)
2011 which will begin the school projects. They
will take place in the half-days of intervention
in the schools of the Community of HauteProvence. The targeted classes will be the classes of the primary schools of the Community.
Visits of the waste reception center can be organized.
The basic support of these interventions will be
the movie for the children realized by the Community of Haute-Provence on the sorting of the
waste
To the population
Information meetings will be organized in the
various municipalities to inform the population
about the project.
The support of these meetings will be the quite
public movie realized by the Community of
Haute-Provence on the theme of household
waste.
As regards the not Collective Purification, from
the first stakes in accordance with the system of
the phytoépuration, open days will be organized to inform the population about this subject.
Finally, a day of animation on the theme of the
environment will be organized on all the themes of the project LIFE +: household waste,
energy savings, selective sorting, not collective
purification.
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LIFE, what is it?
LIFE + is a project of the European Commission to support initiatives in subjects of environment.
The Community of Haute-Provence made application form and it is among 2 French regions
with a measure of autonomy retained by Europe.

CONTEXT
The Community of Haute-Provence includes 8
rural municipalities (Aubenas-les-Alpes, Dauphin, Mane, Montjustin, St Martin-les-Eaux,
St Michel l' Observatoire, Villemus) and represent more than 5 000 inhabitants.
On the environmental plan, our territory is
little industrialized and little urbanized. It has
a quality environment the balance of which
remains fragile with one intensive farming and
a pollution of air and some real water.

Action 1 : Construction of an experimental building

Action 3 : Construction of a waste
reception center

It is a question of realizing an exemplary building in
energy savings trying to value as much as possible the
energies and the natural resources. It will be realized
near the waste reception center.
This building will be equipped of:
 A wood-fired boiler
 A solar water heater
 A tank for the storage of rainwater
 A Provençal well
 Solar panels.

Two waste reception centers are present on the territory of the Community of Haute-Provence, to Dauphin and St Michel l' Observatoire (three with the integration of Reillanne in 2010)

Objective : demonstrate that energy savings can be
realized on a building of 150 m ² approximately,
amount to a house.

Action 2 : Reorganization of the
collection of waste

However, even if this territory has a positive
image in environmental subject because it’s
still protected, the air is not so pure more than
in the past, the selective sorting of the waste is
insufficient, a large number of houses are not
linked with the collective purification.

The Community of Haute-Provence assures in state
control the collection of domestic waste and packagings.

In brief, as many rural territories of France
and Europe the efforts remain to make. It’s all
the stake in the project " C.CH.P envir.challenges ".

A service provider assures the collection of Recyclable
Domestic waste ( DMR), Newspapers, goes shopping
and of the Glass.

Europe and the Community of HauteProvence join around an innovative and participative action to commit the whole local population in a reflection on the management of
the waste, the not collective purification and
the energy savings.

The Community wishes to set up half-buried columns
of a bigger capacity by grouping together 4 typesof
waste (household waste, packagings, glass, newspapers).
In parallel, a specific truck
will be acquired.

Since the closure of the Landfill of the waste of Forcalquier in 2008, their activities strongly developed.
Furthermore, these waste reception centers do not
answer all the requests of the population.
It’s a question of building a functional waste reception
center to replace both waste reception centers of Dauphin and St Michel l' Observatoire and get back a range of waste such as:
The Waste of Electric and electronic Equipments
( DEEE), the Special Household waste (DM) as paints,
solvents, pesticidal the worn edible oil which will serve as second generation fuels for the vehicles of collecte.

Action 4 : Put in conformity from
30 to 40 independant purification
by reed-bed

The Law on the water of January 3rd, 1992 imposes:
 To the private individuals to have a device of independant purification in compliance with the current rule
 To the municipalities to set up a Service of independant Purification to control.
The Community of Haute-Provence suggests participating in the financing from
30 to 40 installations or put
in conformity which opt for
the system of the phytoépuration.

